Implementation of a Non-resident Wisconsin Waterway Boating Access Pass

At present, Wisconsin does not have a Non-resident boating waterway access pass. Wisconsin honors all out of state registrations, therefore although non-residents use the waterways in Wisconsin they are not assisting in funding improvement for Wisconsin lakes or waterways. Implementation of a Non-resident boating pass would allow for increased revenue to assist in improvement of Wisconsin waterways. The additional funds could be used for increasing public landings, improvements to current public landings (fish cleaning stations, public toilets, pier improvements, parking areas), etc. With Non-resident admission stickers and state trail passes already existing for other recreational vehicles lets also include any recreational vehicle operated on water.

Would you support the Conservation Congress working with the state legislature to design a Non-resident Wisconsin waterway access pass?
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Please print typed resolution on 8 1/2 X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.